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An integrated application for improving citizen
involvement in public transport



Public transport is in trouble …

We need it more than ever …

– Global warming
– Demographic change
– Oil prices and shortages
– Rapid urbanization

… but have less money available to provide it.



And, no surprise

I’m going to tell you …
 … social networking is the answer.

But first, we have a small problem



Unfortunately, this is the attitude in
 many public transport agencies.



And, it’s probably right.

1. Public transport is complex

2. Often input is limited to:
– People & organizations with time to

participate in meetings
– People who benefit directly
– People fixated on public transport



On the other hand …

Project-based citizen involvement programs
have worked.

They have generated:
• Better ideas
• Political support for projects



But, project-based approaches have
several drawbacks …

• Limited time
• Limited scope (one project)
• Every project creates its own information
• Every project develops its own process/tools
• Expensive

Our solution: information technology …



• Educate people about sustainable transport,
• Create a forum for submitting ideas, and
• Provide tools enabling public transport

agencies to effectively use and respond to input.

GreenCityStreets is an
integrated application using
Web 2.0 techniques to:



BusMeister Game: A fun way to learn about public transport.



BusMeister wiki: For learning the details.



GreenCityStreets blog: Top level pages and news.



GreenCityStreets Forum: Social network for public transport.



The prototype works:

• BusMeister is fun
• You can play on Facebook
• Forum is online
• Best Practices Library

has many pages of information

But no one is using it … why not?



Prototype identified several problems

• Fun game, but complex user interface
• Social network limited to Facebook users
• Hard to get people to contribute to the best

practices wiki
• Website organization is suboptimal

But most importantly …



Our business model was wrong …

BusMeister may be fun, but it’s no Farmville
and besides, a game alone won’t attract enough
people to accomplish our goal.

To attract sufficient users the application needs
to be part of a public transport agency website.



But, if this is the attitude,



Or, as one agency told us …

“Why would we buy something that
 lets passengers complain

about our service?”

What’s to be done?



The answer is another question:

When is a complaint not a complaint?

(When you use it.)

Innovative companies use customer input to:

• Develop new products
• Improve existing products
• Build relationships and loyalty



Why not try this in public transport?

• Better ideas

– Detailed neighborhood knowledge
– Fresh perspective (why not?)

• Clear show of political support for
controversial plans (like bus lanes)

• Creates committed customers - people who
have a stake in public transport



Won’t this generate extra work?

No, you’ll respond more efficiently to public input:

– Refer to best practices library
– On-going record of complaints & responses
– Committed citizens monitor Forum
– Agency input tracking application will help

No, but it will change the work you do:
– Taking input seriously means planning differently
–  And, it means building real relationships too



Wanted: Wanted: Innovative publicInnovative public
transport transport agencyagency interested interested
in working closelyin working closely  withwith
customers in making servicecustomers in making service
more attractive and efficientmore attractive and efficient
contact: GreenCityStreets.comcontact: GreenCityStreets.com



Thanks for your attention

www.greencitystreets.com

Andrew Nash
andy@andynash.com

www.andynash.com





Reporting broken elevators
and graffiti is important but
…

GreenCityStreets is about:
– Educating residents so

they provide better input.
– Adding loyalty.
– Maybe actually sharing in

service provision?



Kevin Kelly: Why the impossible happens more often
I've had to persuade myself to believe in the impossible more often.
In the past several decades I've encountered a series of ideas that I
was conditioned to think were impossibilities, but which turned out to
be good practical ideas.…

• Wikipedia
• Google Streetview - Google Maps
• eBay

… Connected, in real time, in multiple dimensions, at an increasingly
global scale, in matters large and small, with our permission, we will
operate at a new level, and we won't cease surprising ourselves with
impossible achievements. …
(http://www.kk.org/thetechnium/archives/2011/08/why_the_impossi.php)

So, why not transport planning by social networking?




